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I.OO GENERAT

l.0I 440- and,460-type telephones are 4- and 6-
button key telephone sets used on multiline

installations, and with 1A and 1A1 key telephone
systems.

1.02 The handsets, dials, and ringers, etc, which
are common to other station telephone sets,

are covered in the sections dealing with these
various apparatus items.

2.OO IDENTIFICATION

2.01 440- and 460-type telephone sets may be
identified by their numerals. For example:

in the 441-tWe set the first figure (4) indicates
400 Series, the second figure (4) indicates the
number of buttons, and the third figure (1) indi-
cates a nonilluminated set with exclusion key. The
third figure of the code is the key to the desired
feature. For example,440 is a nonilluminated set
441 is a nonilluminated set with exclusion key,
444 is an illuminated set, and 445 is an illuminated
set with exclusion key.

2.02 All 440- and 460-type sets are similar in
outward appearance. Various features are

obtained by different type keys and methods of
connections for the various coded sets.

TETEPHONE SETS -440, 460 TYPES

IDENTIFICATION AND ASSEMBI.Y OF PARTS
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2.03 Early type nonilluminated sets were
equipped with black buttons. As these sets

are returned from the field and pass through
Western Electric Company repair shops, they are
equipped with clear plastic buttons if specified by
the telephone company. Therefore, sets with clear
plastic buttons may be nonilluminated. Refer to
Table A for complete list of sets.

2.O4 440-tWe telephone sets are 4-button key
sets arranged for hold, pickup, signal, or

cutoff. Variations of the above features may be
obtained to meet the customer's requirements.

2.05 441-tWe telephone sets are 4-button sets
arranged for hold, pickup, and exclusion.

The exclusion key (right-hand plunger) is added
in the switchhook section of the mountingl. This
key when operated (pulled up) permits the userto
exclude other stations which have access to the
same line. It is automatically restored to normal
when the handset is returned to on-hook position.
This prevents station from being excluded from
the line following the termination of a private con-
versation. Sets with the exclusion feature are
wired at the factory for exclusion on the first line
but may be moved to other lines by the installer if
required.
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TABTE A

COMPI.ETE IIST OF SETS

Code
Feofures Exclusion Remqrks

Monuol Diql

44OAA 44OAC PPPP
When the second letter of the
set code suffix is either E or G,
the set can be used with 1A
or 1A1.

When the second letter of the
set code suffix is either A or C,
the set can be used with 1A
only.

Features

H - Hold (nonlocking)
P - Pickup (locking)
S - Signal (nonlocking)
C - Cutoff (turn button)

All sets in this section are
manufacture discontinued.

Cords

See section entitled Station
Cords.

44OBA 44OBC PPPS

44OEA 440EC HPPP

44OEE 44OEG HPPP

44OFA 440FC HPPS

44OFE 44OFG HPPS

44OGA 440GC HPPC

44OGE 44OGG HPPC

441EA 44LEC HPPP x
444/^/': 4441,!C PPPP

44484 4448C HPPP

4448E, 4448G HPPP

444F4 444FC HPPS

444F8 444FG HPPS

4454A, 4454C PPPP x
4458A 4458C PPPS x
445C4 445CC PPPC x
445DA: 445DC PPSC x
445E,4 4458C HPPP x
445E8 445EG HPPP x
445F4 445FC HPPS x
445GA 445GC HPPC x
460AA 46OAC PPPPPP

46OGA 460GC HPPPPP

460GE 46OGG HPPPPP

46OHA 46OHC HPPPPS

46OHE 46OHG HPPPPS

46OKA 460KC HPPPPC

46OLA 460LC HPPPSC

46OMA 46OMC HPPPSS

46OME 46OMG HPPPSS
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TABIE A (contd)
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* For use with the ?55A PBX

f For use with the 750A PBX

Code
Feqlures Exclusion Remorks

Monuol Diql

461HA 461HC HPPPPS X
When the second letter of the
set code suffix is either E or G,
the set can be used with 1A
or 1A1.

When the second letter of the
set code suffix is either A or C,
the set can be used with 1A
only.

Features

H - Hold (nonlocking)
P - Pickup (locking)
S: Signal (nonlocking)
C - Cutoff (turn button)

All sets in this section
manufacture discontinued.

Cords

See section entitled Station
Cords.

4624C* HPPPPL*

4628Ct HPPPPL

464GA 464GC HPPPPP

464GE 464GG HPPPPP

464H4 464}IC HPPPPS

464HE 464HG HPPPPS

464M.L 464MC HPPPSS

464ME 464MG HPPPSS

465GA 465GC HPPPPP X
465GE 465GG HPPPPP X
465HA 465HC HPPPPS X

465HE 465HG HPPPPS x
465JA 465JC HPPPPS X

465KA 46'KC HPPPPC x
465KE 465KG HPPPPC X
465LA 465LC HPPPSC x
465LE 465LG HPPPSC X
465MA 465MC HPPPSS x
465ME 465MG HPPPSS x
465NA 465NC HPPSSS X
465N8 465NG HPPSSS x

466AC* HPPPPL
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3.OO ASSEMBIY OF PARTS

3.ol Table B lists the commonly used piece
parts.

3.o2 Table C lists the paris that are common to
both illuminated and nonilluminated sets.

TABTE B

COMMONLY USED PIECE PARTS

3.03 When specified by the telephone company,
sets having codes ending with A or C will

be convertecl in the Western Electric Company
repair shop to sets having codes ending with E/G.
This conversion changes the key and switch
assembly and makes the sets available for 1A
or 1A1 installations. Converted sets will be dial
equipped, and manual sets will be obtained by
replacing the dial with apparatus blanks and
making certain connection changes.

3.04 The 51A lamp is held in place between the
spring contact members of the lamp mount-

ing. When a lamp is replaced, it should be slipperl
as near as possible toward its associated buttons
to obtain maximum illumination.

rss r ,  sEci loN 502-43s-100

TABTE C

PARTS COMMON TO II.IUMINATED
AND NONITIUMINATED SETS

Nofes

* New style 59A dial adapters are required for
use with 6-type dials. Either ne\ry or old style
adapters may be used with 5-type dials. New
style adapters have a segxnent omitted from the
circular outline.

f 61P filter used with 6-type dials.

3.05 Fig. 7 and 8 show views of the 561- and
562-type keys. This key assembly is secured

to the base of the set by two hexagonal head
screws in the bottom of the set mounting.

3.05 The clear plastic designation card window
is held in place by friction grip on the

designation window pins when inserted in the
two small holes in the housing. These pins also
are designed to retain the designation card in
place above the buttons. The designation card
(Form E-2804) is available for use with 440- and
460-type sets. This form is printed in the 6-button
set size but, when used with 4-button sets, is
trimmed as needed to fit the window strip.

Item No.

Push Button P-482841

Turn Button P-46212r

Card Window,
4-Button Set

P-482882

Card Window,
6-Button Set

P-482883

Foot Assembly P-47077L

Eyelet P-482846

Pqrt Gode

Handset F1G-3

Dial 6A or 5H

Dial Adapter* 59A

Apparatus
Blank

94A-3 or
82A-3

Induction
Coil 101A

Filterf
(optional) 61P or 61L
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